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PERFORMANCE OF 1.15-PRESSURE-RATIO  FAN STAGE AT SEVERAL 
ROTOR BLADE SETTING ANGLES WITH REVERSE FLOW 
by George Kovich and Royce D. Moore 
Lewis Research Center 
SUMMARY 
'ig! 
; ;  The  reverse-flow  aerodynamic  performance of a 51-centimeter-diameter  fan stage 
fi .$. is presented.  The stage was designed for a pressure  ratio of 1.15 at a tip speed of 
kt, 243.8 meters  per second and a flow of 29.9 kilograms per second. The stage was tested 
4; with the variable-pitch rotor blades set at  five angles through feather pitch (-80°, -85O, 
-. 3 .  -goo ,  -95', and -100' from  design  setting angle) and three  angles through flat pitch 
' the stable operating flow range for speeds from 50 to 100 percent of design speed. Of 
' '  the eight tested, the stage with the  rotor  blades  set at design -95' exhibited the highest 
,., flow. This configuration also produced the maximum reverse thrust of 52.5 percent of 
the  design  forward  thrust.  For all the  configurations, there was little  or no flow in the 
inner  third of the  exit  passage due to  the rotor blade  being  almost  perpendicular to the 
.I' t 
3 
. .  
(85', .95', and 105' from design  setting  angle).  Radial flow surveys  were taken  over 
, .  
'' axial direction in  the hub region. 
INTRODUCTION 
NASA is currently engaged in  investigating  powered  life  engines  for  short-haul 
commercial  aircraft  application.  These  aircraft  must  be  dependable,  economical, and 
have an  efficient and reliable  propulsion  system which satisfies the low noise require- 
ment  for  urban  communities.  The  aircraft  engines  must be capable of a variety of 
operating  conditions from takeoff , cruise, and approach  to thrust  reversal on landing. 
In  support of this  program,  the  Lewis  Research  Center is investigating a variety of 
:.> ' .  fan  stages  for powered lift engine  application. Fans under  investigation may have ad- 
f justable rotor  blades to provide for varied  flight  demands with optimum fan performance 
i! A reduced  number of rotor  blades and low solidity  permit  using  devices  for changing the 
rotor blade setting  angle  during engine operation. In  addition, reverse pitch may be 
used for  reverse  thrust  braking  during landing thereby  reducing the weight penalty of 
L- 
'. 1 . 
-.. , 
conventional aircraft  thrust  reversal  systems. 
51B-51) incorporating  provisions  for manually  adjusting the rotor blade setting  angle 
was presented with the rotor blades at design  setting  angle.  The  performance of this 
fan  stage with several off-design rotor blade  angle settings was reported  in  reference 2. 
This  report  presents the performance of this fan  stage  operating with reverse flow. 
Data  were  obtained for a number of rotor blade setting  angles.  The blades were turned 
through both flat and feather  pitch. With reverse flow operation, the stator blades act 
like inlet guide vanes and introduce swirl to  the rotor.  Radial  distributions of several 
flow parameters are presented  for  each  rotor  blade  setting  angle. The data are  pre- 
sented  over a range of flows at speeds  from 50 percent  to 100 percent  design speed. 
In  reference 1, the performance of a 51-centimeter-diameter  fan stage (stage 
APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE 
Test Stage 
The  basic  test stage is the same one used in  references 1 and 2. Briefly the stage 
was designed for a pressure  ratio of 1.15 at a tip speed of 243.8  meters per second and 
a weight flow of 29.9 kilograms per second.  Photographs of rotor 51B and stator 51 
are shown in  figure 1. The rotor blade tips were contoured so that the blades could be 
turned  past the axial direction while maintaining a minimum tip  clearance of 0.05  centi- 
meter at the blade stacking  line. A s  shown in the flow path diagram  (fig. 2), the stators 
in  reverse flow operation become inlet guide vanes which turn  the flow opposite the di- 
rection of rotation. 
A solidity of less than unity over the whole blade height  allows  the rotor  blades to 
pass through flat pitch for  reverse  thrust applications. When the rotor blades have  been 
turned through flat pitch the blade setting  angles a re  designated as positive  measured 
from the design  blade  setting  angle.  For  reverse flow operation at positive  angles,  the 
design  leading  edge of the  blade is still the leading  edge  but the camber of the blade is 
reversed with respect  to the direction of rotation and flow. The  fan was tested with the 
rotor  blades set at three  different  angles through flat pitch: design +85O, design +95O, 
and design +105'. The  stage  designations are listed  in  figure 2. 
When the rotor  blades have been  turned  through  feather pitch the blade setting angles 
are  designated as negative measured  from the  design  blade  setting  angle.  For  reverse 
flow operation at negative angles,  the  design trailing edge of the blade  becomes the lead- 
ing  edge and the rotor blade  camber  remains  proper with respect to  the  direction of ro- 
tation and flow.  This  fan was tested with the rotor blades set  at five  different  angles 
through feather pitch: design -80°, design -85O, design -goo, design -95O, and design 
- looo. 
2 
Test  Facility 
A schematic  diagram of the Lewis  single-stage  compressor  test  facility is shown in 
figure 3. The  drive  system  consists of a 2238-kilowatt electric  motor with a  variable 
frequency  power  supply.  The  motor is coupled to a 5.52-to-1 gear-ratio  speed  increaser 
gearbox  that  in  turn  drives the test rotor. Air  enters  the  test  facility  at  the  inlet  located 
on the roof of the  building.  The air passes through the thin-plate  orifice  plate, through 
the  butterfly  throttle  valve, and into  the plenum chamber. Next,  the a i r  is accelerated 
to the test stage and flows through a throttle valve  into a double exit collector; it is then 
exhausted  into one of the two laboratory  exhauster  systems. 
To obtain  the reverse flow through  the test  stage, the Lewis  single-stage test fa- 
cility  (fig. 3) was  modified.  The 90' elbows were  removed  from both sides of the  cy- 
lindrical  collector and replaced by a screen (fig. 4). Air  was  drawn from  the  room and 
into the collector. The air  then passed through the test  section,  into  the plenum, and 
was exhausted  through the inlet  throttle  valves and orifice piping system on the roof. 
Flow was varied by controlling the inlet  throttle  valves.  The  collector  throttle  valve 
was wide open for all tests. 
Instrumentation 
Radial  surveys of the flow were made at three axial stations  (fig. 2). At each of the 
measuring  stations, two combination probes and two wedge probes  were  used  (fig. 5). 
The total  pressure,  total  temperature, and  flow angle were  measured by the  combina- 
tion  probe  (fig.  5(a)) and the  static  pressure was determined  from the 8' C-shaped wedge 
probe (fig. 5(b)). Each probe was positioned with a null-balancing, stream directional 
sensitive  control  system that automatically  alined the probes  to the direction of flow. 
The  thermocouple  material was  Chromel-constantan.  Inner and outer wall static- 
pressure  taps  were  located at the same  axial  station a s  the  survey  probes. The circum- 
ferential  locations of both types of survey  probes along with static  taps  are shown in 
figure 6. 
An electronic  speed  counter,  in conjunction with a magnetic  pickup, was used  to 
measure  rotative  speed. 
The  estimated e r ro r s  of the data based on inherent  accuracies of the  instrumentation 
and recording  system are as follows: 
3 
Weight flow, kg/sec k0.3 2 : 
Rotative  speed, rpm . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  *30 . ,,,, 
Flow angle,  deg . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  *1 !i 
Temperature, K k0.6 
Total  pressure, N/cm 'a 
Station 1 and 2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  *O. 04 t 
Station 3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  *O. 10 
. I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
'? i 
,! 
,- 1, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
2 
Static  pressure, N/cm 2 Ii 
Station 1 and 2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .*0.04 I 
Station 3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .*O. O? 4 , 





Survey data  were  taken  at speeds from 50 to 100 percent of design  speed.  The  data 1 
at  each  speed  from 70 to 100 percent  were obtained over  a  range of weight flows from 
maximum  flow to the stall condition.  Data  was  obtained for maximum flow only at i t 
50 and 60 percent  speeds. The  ;maximum flow was  limited by system  losses. Data were j 
recorded  at nine radial  positions  for  each  operating condition.  The radial positions se- 
lected  were  the  same as those  used for  forward flow operation.  Values of pressure, i 






Calculation  Procedure 
At  each  radial  position and each  measuring  station, the values of total  pressure, 
total  temperature,  static  pressure, and flow angle were  mass  averaged  to obtain  the 
values  presented in  this report. Because of the  physical  construction of the wedge probe, 
it was not possible  to obtain static  pressure  measurements  at  radial  positions 1 and 2. 
The static  pressures  presented at radial  positions 1 and 2 are  based on a  linear  inter- 
polation  between radial  position 3 and the outer wall. 
The total  pressure and total temperature  at  stations 1 and 3 were  integrated  to  de- 
termine the stage  total  pressure  ratio,  stage  total  temperature  ratio, and stage  adia- 
batic  efficiency shown in tables I to VILI. The  weight  flows are based on the  orifice 
measurements. Y 1 
The  sea-level  static  thrust is composed of both the momentum thrust and the pres- !: 
sure thrust. The momentum thrust is a product of the flow rate and the outlet velocity. i 
The pressure thrust consists of a product of the outlet area and the difference between i 
the outlet  static  pressure and inlet total  pressure. 
4 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The results from this investigation are presented  in two sections. The stage over- 
all performance with reverse flow for  each  rotor  blade  setting angle is presented first. 
A discussion of radial  performance follows for  each  configuration. All plotted data and 
some additional performance  parameters  are  presented  in  tabular  form  in  tables I 
to VIII. The  definitions and units  used  for tabular data are presented  in  the appendix. 
Overall  Performance 
The overall  stage  performance is presented  in  figure 7 as a function of weight flow 
for  speeds  from 50 to 100 percent of design  speed for  each  rotor  blade  setting  angle. 
The minimum flow point a t  design  speed is at the near-stall  operating condition for all 
the  negative  blade  setting  angles  except the design -95' and -100' configurations. For 
design -95O, a valid data point at the near-stall condition was not obtained.  Operation 
with the design.-lOOO setting  angle at  the low weight flow was limited by leakage  through 
the  throttle valve in the  maximum closed  position.  Stall was indicated by sudden pres- 
sure drops and increase  in  noise  levels as the  throttle valve was closed.  For all speeds 
with  the three  positive  blade  setting  angles  the  stage  operated as though it  was in stall a t  
the maximum system flow although no measurements  were  taken  to  correlate  this. 
blade  setting  angle of design -95' a t  a pressure  ratio of 1.144. 
The  highest weight flow of 15.87  kilograms  per second was obtained with the rotor 
One purpose of the variable-pitch  rotor  blades was to provide the required  reverse 
thrust upon landing.  The  effect of rotor blade  setting angle on the maximum reverse 




































The  thrust  values obtained  through flat .pitch are significantly less than those ob- 
tained  through feather  pitch.  This is attributed to the  blade  camber  being opposite the 
direction of rotation  for the flat pitch setting  angles.  The maximum reverse  thrust of 
52.5 percent of the  design  forward  thrust was obtained  with a rotor  blade  setting  angle 
of design -95'. 
Radial  Distributions 
Values of total  pressure,  static  pressure,  total  temperature, and flow angle ob- 
tained  in  the radial surveys at stations 1, 2, and 3 are  listed  in  tables I to VIII for all 
tested  conditions.  Typical radial distributions of pressure and flow angle are  presented 
in  figure  8  for  each  rotor blade setting angle at design  speed and maximum flow. 
of the  blade span.  The  measured  inlet  total  pressure was relatively  constant  from the 
outer  to  inner wall. Over the inner  third of the passage the static and total  pressures 
are  approximately  equal  indicating  very low throughflow velocity  in this region.  This 
trend was expected  because the blade  chord in  the hub region is almost  perpendicular  to 
the axial direction  resulting  in blockage  to the flow. 
Most of the total  pressure  rise  across the rotor was observed  in the outer 50 percent 
A s  the  blade is set to  more  negative  angles  (figs.  8(a)  to  (e)), the low or  zero flow 
region  moves  further out from the inner wall. A s  the  blade  angle is set  to  more  positive 
angles  (figs. 8(f) to (h)) , the zero flow region  moves  closer  to the inner wall. 
SUMMARY OF RESULTS 
This  report  presents the reverse-flow  performance of a 51-centimeter-diameter 
low pressure  ratio  fan  stage  compressor. Design parameters  in  normal flow are  a total 
pressure  ratio of 1.15 at  an equivalent weight flow of 29.9 kilograms per second and a 
rotor  tip speed of 243.8 meters  per second.  The  stage  performance was obtained a t  
five negative rotor blade setting angles (design -80°, -85O, -goo, -95O, and -100') by 
rotating the blades through feather pitch and three  positive  setting  angles  (design 1-85', 
+95O, and +lo57 through flat pitch.  Radial  surveys of pressure,  temperature, and flow 
angle  were  recorded  for  speeds of 50 to 100 percent of design  speed. The aerodynamic 
measurements  were used to calculate the sea-level  static  thrust.  The following principal 
results  were obtained: 
setting  angle of design -95' at a pressure  ratio of 1.144.  This  configuration  produced 
the  maximum thrust  in  reverse flow, 52.5  percent of the design  forward  sea-level  static 
thrust. 
6 
1. The  highest weight flow of 15.87  kilograms per second was obtained with the rotor 
! 
1 
&& 2. For all three positive rotor setting angles, the stage appeared to operate in 
&tall at the maximum system flow over the range of rotative  speed. 
3.  For the most part, only the outer 50 percent of the  rotor blade span  produces 
pressure rise in  reverse flow. 
of the rotor blade being  almost  perpendicular  to the axial  direction in 
*the hub, there was little or no flow in the inner third of the exit  passage  for all setting 
"" angles. A s  the blade was set to  more negative angles,  the no flow region  moves further 
out from the inner wall. 
 lewis Research  Center, 
National Aeronautics and Space  Administration, 
Cleveland, Ohio, July 6, 1976, 
505-04. 
7 
APPENDIX - DEFINITIONS AND TJNITS USED IN  TABLES 








absolute flow angle, deg 
radial position 
radius, cm 
static pressure, N/cm 
total pressure, N/cm 2 
total temperature, K 
flow at  orifice, kg/sec 




Kovich, George; and Steinke, Ronald J. : Performance of a Low-Pressure-Ratio 
Low-TipSpeed Fan Stage with a Blade  Tip Solidity of 0.65. NASA TM X-3341, 
1976. 
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TABLE I. - PERFORMANCE FOR 
STAGE 51BR9-51R 
(a) Reading number 2094 
STAGE  TOTAL  PRESSURE  R T IO 1.024 
STAGE TOTAL TEMPERATURE RAT IO 1.014 
STAGE AD I ABAT 1 C EPF I C IENCY 0 505 
WE I GHT FLOW 5.13 
ROTAT 1 VE SPEED 4616.7 
PERCENT  DES I GN SPEED 50.4 












TOTAL  STAT IC 








10.14 10.10  
















-1  3.75 







b b 4  STATION 2 b b b  
RP RADI',US  TOTAL  S T IC TOTAL ABS 










b b b  





























TOTAL  STAT IC 




10.31  10. 6 
10.17 10.15 
10.13  10.13 
10.13  10. 3 
10.13  10. 3 















































TABLE I .  - Continued. 
(b) Reading  number  2095 
. .  
STAGE  TOTAL  PRESSURE  RAT 10 
STAGE  TOTAL  TEWERATURE  RAT IO 
STAGE AD I ABAT I C. EFF I C I ENCY 
WEIGHT FLOW 
ROTAT I V E  SPEED 
PERCENT DES! GN SPEED 


































TOTAL STAT IC 






















TOTAL STAT IC TOTAL 











TOTAL STAT IC 
PRESS  PRESS 
10.82  3
10.66  10.26 
10.57 10.20 
10.38  1



























551  1.9 
60.1 


































71  .84 
10.14  10.13  292.95  73.80 
11 
TABLE I .  - Continued. 
(c) Reading number 2096 
STAGE  TOTAL  PRESSURE  R4T IO 1 ,452 
STAGE  TOTAL  T MPERATURE  RATIO 1.018 
STAGE AD I ABAT IC EFF I C I ENCY 0. La4 
WEIGHT FLON 5.6L 
ROTAT I VE SPEED 551  1.8 
PERCENT DES I GN SPEED 60.1 
b * *  
RP RADIUS 
STATION 1 
TOTAL STAT! C 































TGTIL STAT IC 
PRESS  PRESS 
10.18 10.G6 
10.08  10.05 
10.06 10.05 
10.12  10.05 
10.13 10.04 
10.13 10.06 
10. 1L 10.07 
10.14 10.08 














* * *  
RP RADIUS 
STATION 3 
TOTAL  STAT 1 C 
PRESS PRESS 
10.81 10.31 
10.64  10.26 
10.52  10.20 
10.36  18






































TABLE I. - Continued. 
(d) Reading number 2097 
STAGE  TOTAL  PRESSURE RAT IO 1,049 
STAGE TOTAL TEHPERATURE RAT IO 1.026 
STAGE AD I ABAT IC EFF I C I ENCY 0 327 
WE I CHT FLOW 7.05 
ROTAT I VE SPEED 6460 1 
PERCENT  DES I CN SPEED 70.3 
b b b  



















b b b  






















 STATIO^: 2 























































e b b  
ABS 

































81  .90 
13 
TABLE I .  - Continued. 
(e) Reading  number 2098 
14 
STAGE  TOTAL PRESSURE  RAT1 0 1.043 
STAGE  TOTAL  TEMPERATURE  RAT IO 1.026 
STAGE  ADIABATIC  EWICIENCY 0.473 
WE I GHT  FLOW 6.52 
ROTAT I VE SPEED 6438.2 
PERCENT DES I CN SPEED 70.2 
b b b  

































TOTAL STAT IC 









10.13  10.07 
STAT I ON 2 
TOTAL STAT IC 
PRESS  PRESS 
10.21 10.07 
10.07 10.07 
1 0 . 0 1  10.06 
1 0 . 1 3  1O.Od 




t o .  I3 !0.06 
STATION 3 

























2QC. i d  










































b b b  
ABS 






, , .. 
TABLE I .  - Continued. 
(f) Reading number 2099 
STAGE TOTAL PRESSURE RATIO 1.059 
STAGE  OTAL  TEMPERATURE  RAT IO I .  033 
STAGE AD 1 ABAT I C EFF I C I ENCY 0.496 
WE I CHT FLOW 7.62 
ROTAT 1 VE SPEED 7378. d 
PERCENT  DES I CN  SPEED 80.5 
b b b  










* a b  

































STAT ION 2 
TOTAL STAT IC 











TOTAL  STAT IC 
PRESS PRESS 
1 I .37 10.44 
11.05  0 34
10.85  2
10.53  10.21 






































b b b  
ABS 
BETAZ 
-13. I O  
-10.87 
-8.41 















21  .70 
21.80 
22.72 














TABLE I ,  - Continued. 
(g) Reading number 2100 
STAGE TOTAL P4ESfiURE R4TIO 1 ,055 
STAGE TOTAL TEXPERATURE RAT IO 1.03.4 
STAGE AD I 4BAT I C EFF I C I ENCY 0.454- 
Wf I GHT FLOW 7.35  
ROTAT I VE SPEED 7370.1 
PERCENT DES IC&' SPEED 80 .A 












TOTAL  STAT IC 
PRESS PRESS 




















b b b  STATION 2 
RP RAD IUS TOTAL STAT IC TOTAL ABS 
b a n  
PRESS P X S S  TEKP EETAZ 
1 ZL.630 10.46 1O.OE 502.59 -82.15 
2 23.875 10.20  10. 7 299.34 -76.00 
5 23.114 9.99 10.05 29L.58 -52.61 
L 20.036 10.38 10.02 289.04 -5.62 
5 17.798 10.15 9.97 288.12 13.87 
6 12.762 10.13 10.D1 287.86 18.89 
7 (2.d76 10.lL 10.03 283.92 21.90 
8 11.712 10.1.4 10.04 289.53 21.93 
9 10.967 fO.13 10.05 291.00 22.84 
a n n  STATION 3 b e &  
RP R4D IUS TOTAL  STAT IC TOTAL  ABS 
PRESS PRESS TEMP BETAZ 
1 2a.646 11.33 10.44 306.94 60.A9 
2 25.863  11.03 10.35 303.53 55.33 
3 23.078 10.82 10.26 300.23 43.95 
A 20.714 10.53 10.22 293.34 18.30 
5 17.579  10.21 10.18 291.00 4.92 
6 14.503 10.13 10.14 293.04 65.68 
7 12.273  10.15 10.13 295.69 71.29 
8 11.549  0.15 10.13 295.65 77.69 
9 10.833 10.14 10.13 296.02 76.08 
16 
TABLE I .  - Continued. 
(h) Reading number 2101 
STAGE  TOTCL PRSSLiRE RATIO 1.070 
STAGE AD I AGAT IC EFF I C IENCY 0. d75 
HE I GHT FLOW 6.38  
ROTAT 1 VE SPEED 82L2.5 
PERCENT DES I GN SPEED 89.9 
SiLCE TOTAL TEtPERhTUX RAT IO 1.041 
b e  
RP 
8 
RAD I US 
STATION I 
TOTAL  STAT 1 C 
b b b  
AQS 
K T A Z  
-13.15 
- 1  1 . Z i  
-e .  75 
4 ,  43 
-1.47 
1 , i jL  





1 0 . 1 1  10 .01  
T E W  
237.9'1 2L.610 









10.13 10 .01  
10.15 10 .02  







TOTAL  STAT IC 
P X S S  PRESS 
10.15 13.01 
9.97 1 0 . 0 1  
9.9.: 1 0 . 0 9  
1 3 . 1 0  9.95 
'3.13 9. $L 









1 0 . 1 4  1 0 . 0 1  
21.73 
21.62 . 
10.12  10. 2 22. Ct i  
* e  
R? 
a 
RAD I US 
STATICN S 
TOTAL STAT I C  
PRESS FXSS 
1 i .65 13.51 
11.25  10.33 
1 1 . 0 0  i0.27 
10.62 I0.25 
10.25 10.19 
13.12 , 10.13 
10.14  10.12 
TOTAL 



























1 1 .5.;9 
10.833 
10.14 10.12 
10.14  10.12 
17 
TABLE I .  - Continued. 
(i) Reading number 2102 
18 
STAGE TOTAL PRESSURE RATIO I .  068 
STAGE TOTAL  TEMPERATURE  AT IO 1.042 
STAGE ADIABATIC  EFFIC ENCY 0.451 
WE f GHT FLOW 8.11 
ROTAT I VE SPEED 8251.2 
PERCENT DES I GN SPEED 90.0 
b b b  













































b o b  STATION 2 
RP RAD IUS TOTAL  STAT IC TOTAL ABS 
e e e  
PRESS  PRESS TEMP BETA2 
1 21.630 10.SF; 10.07  306.78  -82.17 
2 23.873 10,.23 10.05 301.24  -77.18 
3 23.114  9.98 10.06 296.14 -56.00 
5 17.798 10.13 9.94 288.34 13.75 
6 14.742 10.13 9.98 288.28 18.83 
7 12.674 10.14 10.01 288.55 21.89 
8 11.712 10.14 10.02 289.03 21.73 
9 10.947 10.13 10.02 290.94 22.55 
a 20.836 10.04 10.00 288.99 -19.77 

















TOTAL STAT IC 
PRESS PRESS 
11.64  10.51 
11.27 10.41 































TABLE I .  - Continued. 
(j) Reading number 2103 
STACE TOTAL ?T;ISSV;X B A T 1 0  I ,  0 3  
S7L.tE TOT& TEWE?ATURE RAT,[ 0 1. G5! 
STAGE AD I ABCT IC EFF I C.IENCY 0, LGG 
KE I CHT FLOW 9.21 
ROTATIVE SPEED 518; . 3  
PERCENT DES I CN SPEED 100.2 
RP RADIUS 
S'CATiON 1 




10.12 9. oe 
10.12 1 O . G O  
10,:d 1 0 . 0 0  
10.15 1G.00 
I O .  15 9.99 
10 .  !6 9.97 
10.15 9.96 
- 1'2. :z 
-5. 6 










b b  
RP RAD I US 
STAT ION 2 b b a  rs3s 










TOTAL S T A T  IC 
PRESS PRESS 
T 3 T 4 L  
TEKP 
300.80 




















m .  
RP RAD I US 
S T A T I O N  3 
T O T A L   S T A T  IC 
PRESS  PRESS 









































TABLE I .  - Concluded. 
(k) Reading  number 2104 
X T A T I V E  SPEED 
? E X E N T  DES I CN SPZED 
* * *  









9 1 1 . 1 3 0  
9 10.947 
* * *  









2 2 3 . e a  
S‘iAT I Or! 1 
TOTAL STAT IC TOTAL 
PKESS P2ESS T E W  
1 0 . 1 1  ;, g3 237. $3. 
1 G .  1 1  9, cg 297.86 
10.  iz 9.99 227.95 
1 0 .  13 9.89 237.W 
10.16 10.OQ 232.d2 
10.15 1 0 . 0 0  223.68 
1 0 . 1 4  1 0 . 0 2  5 x . 5 5  
10.:5 1 0 . 0 0  223.42 
1O.ld 1 0 . 0 0  2139.27 
STAT I O N  2 
TO7AL STAT :C TOTAL 
P K S S  PRESS ’;EF;P 
10.67 1O.CC 305.90 
1 0 . 1 9  iO.02 356.15r 
10.15 1 0 . 0 1  361.63 
1 3 . 1 1  9.96 254.23 
10.08 3.&9 29!.06 
10.09 9.35 2za.w 
10.14 3 .93  2aa. 12 
10.13 9.99 263.52 
1 0 . 1 3  9.99 289.21 
S T A T I O N  3 
TOTAL S T A T  IC T S T A L  
PRESS PRESS TZMP 
11.98 10.59 316.58 
11.69 10.45 311.118 
r1.15 10.31 306.54 
10.72 10.25 295.91 
10.25 10.2; 291.84 
10.13 10.15 296.1L 
10.14 10.12 297.77 
10.14 10.12 297.98 
10.14 10.12 298.14 
9‘167.7 
1 o s . o  
* ; *  
j,ss 










1 .  b b 
ABS 
B E T A Z  







20 I T 2  
21.66 













TABLE II. - PERFORMANCE FOR 
STAGE 51BR7-51R 
(a) Reading number 2056 
STAGE  TOTAL  PRESSURE RATIO 1 ,023 
STAGE  TOTAL  TEKPERATU2E  RAT IO 1 .G15 
ST&E AD I AEAT I C EFF I C I ENCY 0,643 
AEICHT FLOW 4.87 
ROTAT I \'E SPEED 4622.0 
PERCENT DES I GN SPEED 50  .4
h h  
RP 
b 
RAD I US 




- 1  1 ,G1 









288. I O  
288.09 
288.25 
288. O A  














b b b  STATION 2 
RP RAD IUS TOTAL STAT IC 
I 24.630 10.79 10.10 
Z 23.873 10.61 10.02 
3 23.116 10.66 9.93 
4 20.836 10.15 9.94 
5 17.798 10.10 9.97 
6 14.742 10.13 10.02 
7 12.474 1O.lL 10.04 
8 11.712 10.13 10.04 
g 10.947 10.13 10.05 
PRESS  PRESS 






















0 .  
RP 
b 
RAD I US 
STATION 3 




10.45  10.20 






































TABLE II. - Continued. 
(b) Reading  number 2057 
STAGE TOTAL PRESSURE  RAT 10 1.032 
STAGE TOTAL TEMPERATURE RAT 10 1.021 
STAGE AD I ABAT 1 C EFF 1 C IENCY 0,437 
WEIGHT  FLOW 5.77 
ROTAT 1 VE SPEED 5497.7 
PERCENT  DES 1 GN  SPEED 60.0 
b *  
RP 
b 





















b b b  











TOTAL  STAT IC 











TOTAL STAT 1 C 








10.13 10.01  
STATION 3 
TOTAL  STAT IC 
PRESS PRESS 
10.95  10.36 
10.74  10.30 
10.59 10.23 
10.38  10. 5 
10.20 10.11  











































































. .  
TABLE II. - Continued. 
(c) Reading number 2058 
STAGE  TOTAL  PRESSURE RATIO 
STAGE  TOTAL TEMPERATURE RAT 10 
STAGE 'AD 1 A8AT.l C EFF I C I ENCY 
i~ I GHT FLOW 
ROTAT I VE SPEED 
PERCENT DES I GN SPEED 
* * I  










b b b  






















TOTAL STAT IC TOTAL 
PRESS PRESS TEMP 
10.12 10.06 287.02 
10.13 10.06 287.94 
10.12 10.06 288.06 
10.13 10.06 268.20 
10.13 10.06 288.11 
10.14 10.06 289.41 
10.14 10.06 288.08 
10.14 10.06 288.32 
10.14 10.06 288.58 
STAT ION 2 
TOTAL STAT IC TOTAL 
PRESS PRESS TEMP 
11.63 10.07 312.80 
1 1 . 1 0  9.93 309.05 
10.76 9.77 305.39 
10.16 9.77 297.06 
10.07 9.84 290.64 
10.13 9.92 288.87 
10.13 9.96 2sa. 18 
10.14 9.96 288.33 
10.12 9.97 289.25 
STATION 3 
TOTAL STATIC TOTAL 
PRESS PRESS TEMP 
11.26 10.64 305.91 
10..95 10.35 302.96 
10.76 10.27 300.13 
10.46 10.15 294.11 
10.23 10.11 290.01 
10.12 10.11 290.71 
10.10 10.11 292.69 
10.11 10.11 293.04 







b b b  
ABS 
BETA2 


































TABLE II. - Continued. 
(.d) Reading number 2060 
STAGE  TOTAL  PRESSURE  R T 10 1,070 
STAGE TOJAL TENPERATURE  RAT IO I .  046 
STAGE AD I ABAT 1 C EFF I C I ENCY 0.422 
WE 1 GET FLOW 8.37 
ROTAT I VE SPEED 
PERCENT DES I GN SPEED 
8251.8 
90.0 
* * b  
RP  RAD IUS 
STATION 1 
TOTAL STAT IC 
PRESS  PRESS 
10.12 10.01 
10 .11  10.32 
10.12 10.02 
10.13  10.02 
10.13 10.01  
10.14 10.01. 
10.14 10.01 
10.16 10.01  
10.16 10 .01  
































b b  
RP 
b 
RAD I LIS 
STAT ION 2 
TOT41 STAT IC 
P K S S  PRESS 
12.42  10.06 









330.61 1 24.630 
2 
3 
23,875 11.81 9.82 323.56 
























b b b  
RP RAD IilS 
STATION 3 
TOTAL  STAT IC 
PRESS PRESS 
11.97  10.64 





10.09 10.10  
10.10 IO. 10 
10.11  10.10 



































TABLE II. - Concluded. 
(e) Reading number .2061 
STAGE TOTAL PRESSURE RAT IO 1.084 
STAGE TOTAL TEMPERATURE RAT IO I .  056 
STAGE AD I ABAT I C EFF I C I ENCY 0.420 
WE I CHT FLOW 9.19 
ROT AT 1 VE SPEED 9'1 72  .-2 
PERCENT DES 1 CN SPEED 100.1  
b b b  










b b b  
RP RAD IUS 
1 3 . 6 5 0  








b . .  











TOTAL STAT I C  
PRESS PRESS. 
10.12 ' 9.98 









T O T A L  STAT IC 
PRESS PRESS 
12.W 10 .04  
12.28 9.75 
11.55 9.  66 




1 0 . 1 3  9.80 
1 0 . 1 1  9.81 
STATION 5 




1 1  -37 10.39 
10.79  10.17 
10.32  10.00 

























































21 . A7 20.93 
20.87 













TABLE m. - PERFORMANCE FOR 
STAGE 51BR8-51R 
(a) Reading number 2071 
STAGE TOTAL PRESSURE  RAT IO 1.019 
STAGE TOTAL TEMPERATURE RAT 10 1.017 
STAGE AD I ABAT I C EFF 1 C 1 E M U  0.319 
-WE I CHT FLOW 4.21 
ROTAT I VE SPEED 4604. A 
PERCENT  DES I GN SPEED 50.2 
* e a  STATlON 1 b e e  
RP RAD IUS TOTAL STAT IC TOTAL ABS 

















10.12 1 0 . 1 1  
10.13 1 0 . i 1  
10.13 lO.!l 
10.13 10. I1 
10.13 1 0 . 1 0  
10.13 1 0 . 1 0  
10.13 1 0 . 1 0  
10.14 10.10  
10.13 1 0 . 1 0  
STATION 2 
TOTAL. STAT 1 C 
PRESS PRESS 
1 1 . 1 0  10.24 
10.58 10.21 





10.14 10.00  









288. o 1 
288.09 
288.39 












m e a  STATIO& 3 * * *  
RP RAD IUS TOTAL STATIC TOTAL ABS 
PRESS PiiESS TEM? BETAZ 
1 24.648 1G.75  0.30 300.34 73.59 
2 23.863 10.56  10.26 298.47 74.21 
3 23.078 10.45  10.20 296.76 71.14 
A 20.714 10.31 10.15 293.83 39.50 
5 17.579 10.23  12 289.80 9.54 
6 14.503  10.16289.73  6 1
7 12.273 10.13 10.13  29 .70  10.15 
8 11.549 10.13 10.13 292.19 5.65 




TABLE III. - Continued. 
(b)  Reading  number 2072 
STAGE  TOTAL  PRESSURE RATIO 
STAGE  TOTAL  TEMPERATURE RATIO 
STAGE AD I ABAT IC EFF I C IENCY 
E I G H T  FLOW 
ROTAT I VE SPEED 
PERCENT DES I CN SPEED 
b I b  






6  15.138 
7 12.807 
8  11.981 
9  11.130 
b b b  






6  14.742 
7 12.474 
8  11.712 
9  10.947 











TOTAL  STAT tC 
PRESS  PRE S 
10.13 10.10  
10.13 10.10  
10.13 10.10 
10.13  10.09 
10.13 10.09 





TOTAL STAT IC 
PRESS  PRESS 
11.56  10.28 









TOTAL  STAT IC 




10.37  10. 6 
10.27 10.12 
10.17 10.13 
































10.13 10.13 292.82 












































TABLE 111. - Continued. 
(c) Reading  number 2073 
STkCf TOTAL PRESSURE R k T I O  I 1.936 
STAGE  TOTAL  TE lPERATiJRE  RAT.10 1.055 
STAGE AD I ABAT IC EFF I C IENCY 
WE i GET FLOLJ 
ROTAT I VE SPEEG 
PERCENT DES I CN SPEED 
b b b  
RP RADIUS 
S T A T I O N  1 
TOTAL  STAT IC 
PRZSS PRESS 
10,12 10.09 






10.16 l O . O C l  
16.16 16.08 
b b b  S T A T I O N  2 
RP RAD IUS TOTAL  STAT IC 
1 Zd.630 12.12 10.55 
2 23.873 11.86 lC.27 
3 25.11d 11.54 10.21 
2 26.856 lJ.52 1 0 . G 1  











22f3.31 -9 .7:  
287.92 -6.00 
283. C5 -2.55 









-7L.  9 j 
-i7.37 
16.3@ 
-12. I a 
9 10.947 10.14 9.88  2 8.55  18.78 
b b b  















10.72  10. 7 
1 O . G  10.17 





























TABLE III. - Continued. 
. .  
(d) Reading number 2074 
STAGE TOTAL PRESSURE RAT IO 
STAGE TOTAL TEWERATURE RAT IO 
STAGE AD i CEAT I C EFF I C I ENCY 
L;E I GHT FLOW 
ROTAT 1 VE SPEED 
PERCENT DES I GN SPEED 
a a a  










a a a  










b * b  























TOT&L STAT IC 
P K S S  PRESS 






























TOTAL STAT IC TOTAL 
PRESS PRESS TEMP 
11.62 10.54 317.56 
11.12 10.J3 312.9.: 
10.87 10.31 309.5’0 
10.53 10.17 3132.44 
10.37 iS.ll 292.95 
10.20 10.12 231.07 
10.13 10.13 234.69 
10.14 12.13 255.29 


















- e m  











1 e . u  













TABLE III. - Continued. 
(e) Reading  number 2075 
STAGE  TOTAL PRESSUSE R4TiO 
STAGE  TGTAL  TEXPERATUiX  RAT I O  
S T A G E  AD I ABkT I C EFF I C i ENCY 
KS I GET FLOW 
ROTAT I VE S P E E D  
PERCENT DES I CN SPEED 
* * *  



















8 1 1  .529 
9 10.833 
S T A T I O N  1 
TOTAL STAT IC TOTAL 
PRESS PRESS TEEP 
10.12 10.06 2138.00 
10.12  10.06 26C.0: 
10.12 10.06 237.69 
STAT 1ON 2 
TOTAL STAT t C 
PRESS PRESS 




I;, 95 9.51 
1 0 . 1 1  9.6.: 
10.14 9.70 
IO. 14 9.71 
IO. 16 9.72 
S T A T I O R  3 
TOTAL  STAT IC 
PXSS PRESS 
11.95 10.64 
: I .38 10.49 
11.G5 19.55 
10.L4 1 0 . 1 1  
10.22 10.12 
10.16 10.13 




S A .  79 
533.59 
TOTAL 
















* I *  
ABS 
B E T X  
-1 1.07 
















I & . %  
16.35 
19.02 
* * a  
L9S 
EETAZ 










TABLE III. - Concluded. 
(f) Reading  number 2076 
STCCE TOTAL PRESS'JX R A T I O  1. G54 
STAGE TOTAL TEIG'ERATURE  RAT IO 1 .  06; 
STAGE AD I &BAT I C EFF I C I ENCY 0.271 
I GHT  FLOW 7.81 
ROTAT 1 VE SPEED 91 71.0 
PERCENT  DES I CN SPEED 1 0 0 . 1  
b b  
RP 



























1 1 .712 
10.947 
a b .  
RP  RAD IUS 
1 24.648 

































TOTAL STAT IC 
PRESS PRESS 
12.31  10.76 
11.63  10.57 
11.22 10.39 
10.72  10. 9 
10.50 1 0 . 1 3  
10.23 10.12 
10. 13  10.13 
10.13 10.13 







































































I I 1  I I I 
TABLE IV. - PERFORMANCE FOR 
STAGE 51BR6-51R 
(a) Reading number 2043 





































S T A T I O N  1 
TOTAL  STAT IC 
PRESS P K S S  
10.11 9.95 





I O .  Id 9.96 
10.16 9.96 
10.14 9.96 
STAT ION 2 











S T A T I O N  3 




10.71 1 0 . 1 1  
10.62 1 0 . 1 0  
10.52 1 0 . 1 1  
10.27 10.10 I 
10.11  1G.10 
10 .10  10.10 










b * *  
ABS 










* b *  
TOTAL ABS 











TABLE N. - Continued. 
(b) Reading number 2044 
STLGZ TOTAL PXSSURE RATIO 
STAGE TOTAL TEIPERCTURE RAT IO 
STAGE AD I ABAT IC EFF I C  I ENCY 
)!E I CHT FLOK 
ROTAT I YE S P E E D  
PERCENT DES I CN SPEED 
b b b  
R P  RAD IUS 
1 24.610 








b b b  










b a a  










S T A T I O N  1 
TOTAL  STAT ! C 
P8ESS PRESS 
t o .  09 9.90 
10.12 9.90 
10.13 9.90 
10. :2 9.90 
10.14  9.91 
10.14  9.91
10.15  9.91 
10.15 9.92 
10.15 9.92 
PRESS P R E S S  
10.05 9.93 
10.07 9.69 
10.09 9. G3 
13.11 9. %d 
13.13 9.85 
10.12 9. BG 
13.13 9.66 
10.13 9. E9 
10.12 9.90 
S T A T I O N  3 
TOTAL  STAT IC 
PRESS  PRESS 
11.54  0 32















































b b b  
ABS 
DETAZ 





















b b b  
a s  











TABLE IV. - Continued. 
(c) Reading  number 2045 
STAGE TOTAL PRESSUiZE RAT IO 1.078 
STAGE  TOTAL  EMPERATURE  RAT IO 1.039 
STAGE AD I ABAT I C EFF I C I ENCY 0.553 
WE I GHT  FLOW 12.59 
ROTAT I VE SPEED 7367.3 
PERCENT  DES I G N  SPEED 80.4 
b b b  










e b b  
RP RADIUS 












TOTAL  STAT IC 
PRESS  PRESS 
10,07 9.83 
1 0 . 1 0  9.83 
1 0 . 1 1  9.83 
10.13 9.83 
10.15 9.83 
IO. 16 9.81 
10.15 9.81 
10.15 9,81 
10. Id 9.80 
STATION 2 




10 .  ! Z  9.7: 
I O .  12 9.72 






TOTAL STAT IC 
PRESS  PRESS 
12. G6 10.42 
11.49  10.29 
l i . 1 1  1O.ih 
10.96 1 0 . 1 1  
10.77 10.12 
10.36 10.09 
1 0 . 1 1  10.09 








































































TABLE IV. - Continued. 
(a) Reading number 2046 
STAGE TOThL PRESSURE RAT IO 
STACE: TOTAL TEMPERATURE RAT IO 
STAGE AD I ABAT I C EFF IC I ENCY 
WE I CHT FLOW 
ROTAT I VE SPEED 
PERCENT DES I GN SPEED 
b b b  
RP  RAD IUS 
1 2A.610 








b b b  
RP RAD IUS 
. a .  











TOTAL STAT IC 











TOTAL STAT IC 
PRESS   
10.02 9.75 
10.55 5.72 
13.08 3 .  s9 
:iJ.r3 3.62 
10.15 3. E L  
10.05 3.70 










10.92 1 0 . 1 1  
10.42 10.09 






















































21 . E6 
b b 1  
ABS 
BETAZ 










TABLE IV. - Concluded. 
(e) Reading  number 2047 
STAGE TOTAL PRESSURE. RAT IO 
STAGE TOTAL  TEIIPERATURE  RAT IO 
STACE AD I ABAT IC EFF I C IENCY 
WE I CHT FLOW 
ROTAT I VE SPEED 
PERCENT DES I CN SPEED 
D D b  

















6 ! L , 7 d ?  
















TOTAL STAT IC TOTAL 
PRESS PRESS TEK? 
10.02 9.71 232.25 
10.09 9.71 233. :rO 
J 0.13 9.71 283.29 
:o.oe 9,72 23Fj.ii6 
10.16 9.71 233.24 
IO. I7 9-69 207.98 
10.17 9.67 287.72 
10.17 9.66 253.06 
10.15 5.65 288.22 
STATION 2 
TOTAL STAT : C 
PRESS  PRESS 
9.58 9.7G 
10.95 9.67 
! 0. G6 9.53 
13.12 9.53 
13.  ; 5  9.55 
10.03 9.62 
10.03 5 . 6 3  
10.131 9.7 t  
IO. 02 9.69 
STATION 3 








































D b b  
ABS 




1 : .  I 4  
:2. i 9  




b b b  
ABS 
LL I m z  
71.5i 
69.45 






c r- , 
19.38 
36 
TABLE V.  - PERFORMANCE FOR 
STAGE 51BR5-51R 
(a) Reading number 2020 













# a b  S T A T I O N  3 
RP RAD IUS TOTAL  STAT IC 
PRESS PRESS 
I 2 4 . u e  10.72 10.22 
2  23.163 10.59 10.19 
3 23.078 10.53 10.15 
4 20.714 10..47 1 0 . 1 5  
5 17.579 10.37 10.14 
6  14.503 10.21 10.12 
7  12.273 10.12 10.12 
8 11.5ri9 10.12 10.12 
9 10.833 10.12 10.12 
































TABLE V .  - Continued. 
(b) Reading number 2021 
STACE TOTAL P R E S S U X  RATIO i .  025 
STAGE TOTAL TEKPZSATURE R A T I O  1.223 
STAGE ADIACATIC EFFICIENCY 0 . 6 G  
:-:E: I CHT FLOW 
ROTAT I VE SPEED 
PERCENT  DES I CN SPLED 
a * *  








S T A T I O N  I 
TOT&?  STAT i C 
P X S S  PRESS 







10.15 9.  $9 
10.14 9. sa 
Ai?S 
mu 
-12. i 1 
- 1 1 . 1 e  
- 1 0 . 0 3  
-5.22 
-5.25 




2 23.873 1 0 . 1 1  9.36 288.26 
3 23,:lL 1 0 . 1 1  9.95 288.15 
d 20.836 10.13 9.92 2aa. I 7 
5 17.7% 10.13 9.95 268.19 
6 1L.id2 lO.!4 9.95 297.97 
7 12.474 I O .  Id 9.97 268. G5 
8 11.712 10.14 9.98 288.23 









1 . .  S T A T I O N  3 
RP RAD IUS T O T A L   S T A T  IC 
PRESS PRESS 
1 24.648 10.96 10.27 
2 23.863  10.80  .21 
3 23.078 10.72 10.16 
4 20.714 10.63 10.15 
5 17.579 10.48 10.14 
* * *  
TOTAL ABS 
TEHP GETAZ 
301.16 67. le 




6 14.503 10.24 10.12 290.51 10.75 
7 12.273 10.12 10.12 290.82 56.31 
8 11.549 10.12 10.12 290.86 64.15 
9 10.833 10.12 10.12 291.24 40.92 
38 
TABLE V. - Continued. 
(c) Reading number 2022 
STAGE TOTAL PRESSUX .RAT 1 0  
STACE TGTAL  TOl ;?EUTURE  RAT I O  
STAGE AD I AEAT  IC EFF I C I ENCY 
:;E I GitT FLOG1 
 ROT^ I VE SPEED 
P E R C E N T  G E S  I  CN SPEED 
L I I  




























S T A T I O N  ; 
TOTAL  STAT ! C 
PrZESS P R E S S  




10. Id 9.92 





TOTAL  STAT  IC 
PRESS PRESS 
10.10 9.91 
1 c . 1 1  9.09 
10.!3 9. ac 
12.1L 9. E5 





S T A T I O N  3 
TOTAL  STAT  IC  
PRESS PRESS 
11.27  i0 34
10.59  26
10.84  19
1 b.76 10.18 
10.58  15
10.26 IO. 12 
10.12  































- 2 1 . 3  
* I 1  
ABS 
BETt ,Z  
lr1.45 
11.72 
I 1 , 5 6  



















TABLE V.  - Continued. 
(d) Reading  number 2023 
STAGE  TOTAL PRESSURE  RAT 10 1,075 
STAGE  TOTAL TEWERATURE  RATIO 1,035 
ST  ACE AD I ABAT I C EFF I C I ENCY o .5e8 
WE I CHT FLOW 12.30 
ROTAT I VE SPEED 7337.0 
PERCENT DES I CN SPEED 80.0 
* * a  




L 2 1 * 0 l l  
5  18.105 
6  15.158 
7  12.807 
a * *  
RP RAD IUS 
1 26.648 
2 ,23.86:! 








TOTAL STAT IC 
PRESS  PRESS 
10.07 9.86 
10.10 9.86 
10.11  9.87 







TOTAL STAT IC 
PRESS PRESS 
10.08 9.84 
10.11  9.81 
10.12 9.79 
13.15 3.76 










11.06  10. 9 
10.96 10.16 
10.72  10. 5 
10.30  10.12 































b b b  
ABS 
BETAZ 




















2 1  .da 













TABLE V.  - Continued. 
(e) Reading number 2024 
ST4GE  TOTALPRESSURE  R4TIO 1.093 
STAGE  TOTAL  T KPERATURE RATIO 1.044 
STAGE AD I ABAT I C EFF I C I ENCY 0.581 
HE I GHT FLGW 13.49 
ROTAT I VE SPEED 8258.2 
PERCENT  DESIGN SPEED 90.1 
* *  
RP 
* *  
RP 














































STAT ION 1 
TOTAL STAT IC 
PRESS  PRESS 
10.06  9.79 
10..08  9.80
10.10 9.80 
10.13  9.79 
10.15  9.79 
10. I6  9.77 
10.16 9.75 
10.15 9.75 
10 .  14  9.73 
ST4TION 2 
TOT.&!- STAT IC 
PRESS  PRESS 
10.03  9.7 3 
1 0 . 1 0  9.75 
13.12  9.72 
1O.ld 9.67 
10.17  9.69 
10.56  9.75 
l(1.35 9.79 
10.06  9.79 
‘i0.07  9.80 
STATION 3 
TOTAL STAT IC 
PRESS  PRESS 
12.02  0 46
11.56  0 4
11.31  10.21 





10. I2 10.12 








268. GE -28.32 
288.60 -25.76 
2m.42 -7. ;a 
208.23 -27.99 
TOTAL 
T E t.l? 
298.30 







































4 1  
TABLE V. - Continued. 
(f') Reading number 2025 
STAGE TOTAL PRESSURE R I T I O  1.116 
STACE TOTAL TEWPERITUX RAT IO I .  055 
STAGE AD 1 ABAT 1 C EFT I C I ENCY 0.575 
LIE 1 GHT FLO8 iL.6.8 
ROTAT 1 VE  SPEED 91  71.9
PERCENT  DES 1 CN SPEED i50.0 






















* * *  
RP  RCD IUS 























TOTAL STAT IC 
PRESS  PRESS 
i0.02  9.73 2E.3 




10.18 9. GS 









! 0.15 9.53 
10.36 9.67 
19.06 9.72 
10.00  9.72 
10.04 9.72 
1 3 .  l a  15.61 
STATION 3 
TOTAL  STAT IC 
PRESS PRESS 
i2.52  10 -4 
11.87  0.37 
1 i .57 10.22 
11.39  10.22 
11.03 10.16 
10.38  1C.12 
10.12 13.11 





















2%.  33 
296.46 
324. e2 










-30 1 %  
-2d. 78 

























TABLE V.  - Continued. 
(g)  Reading  number ,2026 
STAGE TOTAL PRESSURE RAT IO 1.103 
STAGE.TOTAL TEMPERITURE RATIO 1.058 
STAGE AD I ABAJ 1 C EFf I C I ENCY 0.494 
LIE I CHT  FLOW 10.51 
ROTAT I VE SPEED 9171.9 
PERCENT  DES I GN SPEED 100 .1  











* * a  



























TOTAL  STAT IC 
PRESS PRESS 
10.07 9.91 
10.10  9.91 
10.12 9.91 
I O .  I3 9.91 
10.15 9.90 
t 0. I5 9.89 
10, I5 9.87 
10.14 9,87 
IO. 14 9.87 
STATION 2 
TOTAL STAT IC 
PRESS  PRESS 
11.15  9.9
10.60  9.76 
10.19  9.60 
9.93 9.53 




IO. 08 9.84 
STATION 3 
TOTAL  STAT IC 
PRESS PRESS 
12.73 10.75 




































309. OC -70.80 
293.75 -15.95 





























TABLE V . - Continued. a 
(h) Reading  number 2028 
STAGE  TOTAL P X S S U X  RAT IO 1.iG9 
STAGE  TOTAL  TEXPERATURE  AT IO 1.056 
STAGE AD I AaAT 1 C EFF I C I ENCY 0.561 
WE I CHT FLOW 12.71 
ROTATIVE SPEED 9169.2 
PERCENT  DES 1 CN SPEED 100.0 












TOTAL STAT IC 
PRESS PRESS 
10.05 9.20 
10.07  9. eo 
10. t o  9.21 
10.13  9.81 
10.16 9.80 
10.16  9.77 
10.16  9.76 
10.15 9.76 
10.13  9.74 





288.  I9 - 1  0. G8 
33.32 -17.32 
2ss.01 -22.138 




b a a  STATION 2 b b b  
RP R P D  :US TOTAL STATIC  TOTAL ABS 
PRESS PRESS  TEKP BETU 
1 26.630 10.01 9.77 289.55 12.81 
2 25.873 10.00 9.72 289.35 7.63 
3 23.!1& rO.08 9.67 268.81 10.22 
1. 20.856 lO.!L 9.6.4 208.59 10.63 
5 :7.738 10.16 3.68 288.23 12.17 
6 r6.742 10.38 9.73 288.15 15.60 
7 :2.474 10.07 9.77 289.23 20.26 
8 11.712 10.08 9.78 289.97 20.68 
9 10.947 10.08 9.79 290.22 22.29 












T O T A L   S T A T  IC 
PRESS  PRESS 
12.59 10.63 
11.96  0 4
11.52  0 28

















4 1 1  
ABS 











TABLE V . - Continued. 
(i) Reading  number 2029 
STAGE TOTAL PRCSSUK RATIO 1.092 
STAGE TOTAL TE?-;?ERATURE  RCT IO 1.065 
STAGE AD I ABAT I C EFT IC IENCY 0.569 
WEIGHT FLOH 
ROTATIVE SPEED 




6 . a  STATION 1 B B b  
PRESS  PRES  TEHP BETA2 
1 24.610  10.07 9.86 203.24 -6.92 
2 23.894 1 0 . 1 0  9.87 2e3.4 -7.13 
3 23.175 10 .11  9.a7 2~1.3; -0.96 
d 21.0.11 10.13 9.C6 288.16 -13.71 
6 15.138 10.15 9.M 263.01 -24.92 
7 12,807 10.15 9.U 258.09 -25.82 
9 11.130 10.14 9.84 288.66 -24.85 
. C" - - RP - -  RAD I-US TOTAL , STAT IC TOTAL, ABS 
5 le.105 10.15 9.35 288.06 -2!l..t4 
8 r1,gal 10.15 9.84  267.87 -2d.7C 
. * 9  
RP RADIUS 
1 24.635 








* . .  















10.08 9. i d  
1 0 .  Id 9.72 
10.17 9.75 
10.08  9.80 
1 0 . 1 0  9. f3d 
10.09  9.84 
10.09 9.86 
STATION 3 
TOTAL  STAT IC 
PRESS  PRE S 
12.11  10.56 
11.60  10.42 
11.29 10.27 
11.13 10.23 
10.87  10.21 
10.4G 10.18 
10,18 10.18 
10.17  10.16 
10.17  10.19 




268.61 1 1  .iC 
280.73 9.73 
2 2 . 3 8  10.53 
233.26 12.12 

























TABLE V.  - Continued. 
(j) Reading  number 2030 
STAGE  TOTAL  PRESSURE RATIO I .  076 
STAGE  TOTALEMP RATURE  RAT IO 1.036 
STAGE AD I ABAT IC EFF 1 C I ENCY 0.577 
HE I GHT FLOA I O ,  74 
ROTAT I VE SPEED 7375.2 
PERCENT DES I GN SPEED 80 ..5 
RP RAD IUS TOTAL STAT IC TOTAL  ABS 












1 t ,981 
1 26.630 
2 23.873 












TOTAL STAT IC 
PXSS PRESS 
10.013 9.89 
10.10 9.  e6
10.11 9. 8d 
10.15  9.81 
13.16 9. a3 





TOTAL STAT IC 
P2ESS PRESS 
11.74  0 48
! 1.34  10.37 
11.07  0 26
10.95 10.22 
10.74  20








































TABLE V . - Continued. 
(k) Reading number 2031 
t 
STAGE TOTAL PRESSURE RATIO 1.059 
STAGE TOTAL TEMPERATURE RAT IO 1 .028 
STAGE AD I ABAT I C EFF IC IENCY 0.590 
WE I GHT FLOW 9.36 
ROT AT 1 VE SPEtD 6403.1 
PERCENT DES I GN SPEED 69.8 
* * a  










b e *  










. . .  
RP RADIUS 
I 2 4 . 6 ~ 3  









TOTAL STPT IC 







10.15  9.96 
1 0 . 1 J  9.96 
10.14 9.95 
STATION 2 
TOTAL STAT IC 




t o .  15 9.93 
1 0 .  i 6  9.90 
10.12 3.95 




TOTAL STAT IC 
PRESS PRESS 
1 i .36 10.40 
11.35 10.31 
10.86  13.23 
10.76  10.21 
10.60  1!1. 9 
10.31 10.18 
10.17 10.17 
:0.18  10.18 

















2EB.  38 
































1 1  -06 
10.84 
1 :  . A ?  




22. G O  








4 5 . 1 1  
2J.91 
42.54 
29. l a  
47 
TABLE V.  - Continued. 
( l )  Reading  number 2032 
STAGE  TOTALPRESSURE  RAY10 1.047 
STAGE  TOTAL  TEMF&RATURE  4T IO 1.020 
STAGE  ADIABATIC E V I C I E N C Y  0.663 
HE I CHT  FLOW 8.47 
ROTAT I VE SPEED 5524.8 
PERCENT DES I CN SPEED 60.3 











* * *  




































10.13  9.98 
10.15  9.96 
10.15 9.97 





TOTAL  STAT I C 
PRESS  PRESS 


































268.22  1 .21 
299.12 10.27 





































TABLE V. - Concluded. 
(m) Reading number 2033 
S T A G E   T O T A L  PRESSLIKE R A T :  0 I ,  03; 
S T A G E   T O T A L  TEK2ERATUR': RATIO 1.013 
STAGE  AD I ABAT I C EiF I C  I ENCY 0.766 
WE I GHT FLOW 
ROT  AT I V E  SPEED 
P E R C E N T  D E S  I C N  SPEED 
b b b  









9 11 .130  
a * *  
RP RAD IUS 
1 2C.650 
2 23.673 







b . .  
RP RAD IUS 
1 24.648 





7  12.273 
8 l1.549 
9 10.833 
S T A T I O N  1 











S T A T I O N  2 








10.16 1 0 . 0 5  
10.r6 10.05 
1 0 . 1 5  1 0 . 0 5  
S T A T l O N  3 
T O T A L   S T A T  IC 






10.25 , 10.17 
10.17  10.17 
10.17 10.17 
10.17 10.17 




















2 ~ 3 . 2 8  
23:. 83 






















-A . 4; 8 
-:, 89 
0 . 1 3  
1.55 
* * a  
ABS 










* * *  
ABS 











. "" . 
TABLE VI. - PERFORMANCE FOR 
STAGE 51BR2-51R 
(a) Reading number 1959 
STAGE  TOTAL PRZSSUX RAT IO 1 .  G55 
S T A C E   O T A L   T E E X R A T U 2 f   R A T   I O  1.g15 
STAGE AD I AS AT I C ErF I C I ENC Y 0.742 
KE I CHT FLOI.: 8.65 
ROTAT I YE  SPEED 4627.6 
PERCENT  DES I GN  SPEED 50.5 
b b b  








b b b  
R P  RAD I U S  
b b b  










S T A T I O N  1 
TOTAL  STAT IC 
P X S S  P R E S  
1 0 . 1 1  1 0 . 0 1  
10.12 1 0 . C 1  
10.13 1 0 . 0 1  
10.13 1 0 , O l  
10.13 1 0 . 0 1  




S T A T I O N  2 
TOTAL S T A T I C  TOTAL 
PRESS PRESS TEE? 
1 0 . 1 1  9.97 223.06 
10.11 9.93 223.26 
10.13 9.99 223.24 
10.14 w e  2~0.26 
10.1.: : 0.00 i37.99 
10.15 10.05 287.87 
10.15 10.04 287.93 
10.15 10.04 288.04 
10.12 10.04 288.53- 
S T A T I O N  3 
TOTAL  STAT IC 





















b b b  
ABS 










b b b  
ABS 








71  .73 
25.30 
50 
TABLE VI. - Continued. 
(b) Reading number 1960 
STAGE TOTAL PRESSURE  RAT IO I .  049 
STAGE  TOTAL  EMPERATURE  RAT IO 1.018 
STAGE AD I ABAT IC EFF I C I ENCY 0.741 
E I G H T  fLOW 10.03 
ROTAT I VE SPEED 5487.9 
PERCENT  DES I CN SPEED 59.9 
b b  
RP 
b b  
RP 
b 
RAD I US 
24.61 0 
23.894 






























TOTAL STAT ! C 
PRESS  PRESS 
10.10  9.95 




10.15 9. $8 
10.15 9. so 
10.15  9.98 
IO. 15 9.98 
STATION 2 
TOTAL STAT IC 
PRESS  PRESS 
10.07 9.90 
1 0 .  I2 5.92 
13.11 9.92 
10. I3 9.92 
10.15  9.95 





TOTAL STAT I C 




































291  .76 
291  .79 























21  .93 












5 1  
TABLE VI. - Continued. 
(c) Reading number 1961 
STAGE TOTAL PRESSURE RAT IO 1.065 
STAGE  OTAL  TEMPERATURE RAT IO I ..025 
STAGE AD I ABAT I C EFF I C I ENCY 0.732 
WEIGHT  FLOW 11.47 
ROTAT 1 VE SPEED 6428.1 








b b b  










. . a  











TOTAL STAT IC 
PRESS  PRESS 
1 0 . 1 1  9.91 
10. I2 9.90 
I O .  I2  9.91 
10.13 9.91 
I O .  14 9.91 
I O .  14 9.91 
I O .  I4  9.92 
I O .  14  9.92 
IO. I5 9.92 
STATION 2 
TOTAL STAT IC 
PRESS  PRESS 
10.00 9. at; 




I O .  13 9.92 
I O .  Id 9.95 
10.14 9.96 
10. I2 9.96 
STATION 3 














































































TABLE VI. - Continued. 
(d) Reading number 1962 
STAGE TOTAL PRESSURE  RAT IO 
STAGE  TOTAL  TEMPERATURE  RAT 10 
STAGE AD I ABAT IC EFF I C IENCY 
WE I GHT FLOW 
ROTAT I VE SPEED 
PERCENT DES I GN SPEED 
* a *  










b b b  









4 a e 3 6  
b b .  











TOTAL  STAT IC 
PRESS  PRE S 
10.07 9.84 
10.11  9. e5 
10.12 . 9.86 
10. 14 9.85 
10.15 9.85 
10.14 9.8.5 
10.15  9. e6 
10.15  9.82 
10.15 9.80 
STATION 2 
TOTAL STAT IC 
PRESS  PRESS 
10.05 9.78 
10.11 9.77 
10.13  9.77 
!O. 15 9.76 
10.16  9.60 
10.13  9.86 
10.15 9.90 
1 0 . 1 0  9.90 
1 0 . 1 0  9.90 
STATION 3 
TOTAL  STAT IC 
PRESS   
11.41 10.41 
11.30  10.38 
11.20  10.31 
11.03  10.27 
10.67  10. 8 
10.21 10.14 
10.14 10.14 
10.15  10. 5 













































































TABLE VI. - Continued. 
(e) Reading  number 1963 
STAGE  TOTAL PRESSURE  RAT IO 1,098 
STAGE  TOTAL  TEXPERATURE  RAT 10 1. Gd2 
STAGE AD I IBAT IC EFF I C I ENCY 0 .GAL 
ROTAT I VE SPEED 0249.2 
PERCENT DCS I CN SPEED 90.0 
WE I GHT .FLOW 15.71 











* * *  
RP RADIL'S 
1 2L.6.3 








ST4TION 1 * a b  
TOTAL  STAT IC TOTAL ADS 
PRESS PRESS TEXP 3ETAZ 
10.05 9.73  22C.33 -6.G9 
10.08 9.79 268.26 -7 .39 
1 0 . 1 3  9.79 223.c: -9.35 
S T A T I D X  3 
TOTAL STAT i C 
PRESS PR-ZSS 
1 1  .X 1 0 . i 3  
I t  .55 ' 10.2: 
1 i .C: : 3.32 
: 1.2; 1 z.23 
IG.73 13.13 





TABLE VI. - Continued. 
(f) Reading number 1964 
STC,GE  TOTAL  PRESSURE F S T  I3 
STAGE  TOTAL  TEF;?ERATlRE RAT IO 
STAGE AD I ABAT I C EFF I C I ENCY 
HE I GHT FLOW 
ROT AT I VE  SPEED 
PERCENT DES I GN SPEED 






















* * b  











TOTAL STAT IC 
PRESS   
10.05  9.72 
10.00 9.73 
10.09 9.72 
10.13  9.72 
10.16  9.71
10.18  9.69 
10.14 9.65 
10.14  9.65 
10.13 9.63 
STATION 2 
TOTAL STAT IC 
PRESS PRESS 
10.07 9.6.4 
t O . 1 0  9.65 
10.11 9.61 







TOTAL STAT IC 
PRESS PRESS 
11.99  10.57 










































: . c'iz 
G ,625 
; i . . s7  
9175.7 
1G O .  1 

















1 1 ,122 
1G.5! 



















TABLE VI. - Continued. 
(g) Reading  number 1965 
1.ilL 
1 ,  ;53 
STAGE AD 1 ABAT IC ECF I C IENCY 0.59; 
ROTAT I VE SFEED 915c.9 
PERCENT  DES I CN SPEED 93. rj 
I OHT FLOW 12. : 5  
B B L  
RP RAD lLlS 
I 3 . 6 5 5  
2 25.873 
3 23.114 






* *  
RP 
B 












TOTAL STAT IC 
PRESS  PRESS 
12.11 10.73 
11.85  0. 9 
11.59  10.46 
11.39  0.40 
10.94  10.34 
10.38  10.28 
10.29  10.29 
10.29  

























TABLE VI. - Concluded. 
(h) Reading number 1966 
STATION i 












TOTAL STAT IC 
PRESS PRESS 
11.72  0 6




















1 , 2:; j 









































TABLE VJI. - PERFORMANCE FOR 
STAGE 51BR4-51R 
(a) Reading number 2000 
STACE TOTAL PRESSURE RAT IO 1.035 
STAGE TOTAL TEKPERATUAE RAT IO 1 . 0 1 1  
STAGE A D I A B A T I C  EFFICIENCY 0.889 
k;E I GHT FLGW 8.15 
ROTAT I VE SPEED 6619.8 
PERCENT DES I CN SPEED 50.4 
b a a  STATION 1 
RP  R4D IUS TOTAL STAT IC TOTAL AES 
PRESS PRESS TEN? BETAZ 
1 24.610 10.11 10.02 288.84 -10.64 
3 23.175 10.  I2 10.03 288.24 -9.12 
2 23.89~ 10.12 10.02 2~8.99 -10.2~ 
6 21.011 10.13 10.02 287.89 -7.16 
5 18.105 10.13 10.03 288.25 -2.b4 
6 15.138 10.14 10.03 287.81 -0.91 
7 12.80? 1 0 . 1 C  10.03 289.08 1.93 
8 11.981 10.14 10.03 207.84 3.59 










STAT ION 2 
TOTAL STAT IC 
PRESS  PRESS 
1 0 . 1 1  9.98 
l C . 1 1  9.98 
10.12 3.98 
! d ,  13 9. SG 





S T A T i O N  3 






























291  .66 
291  .62 
251  .93 
b b b  
























TABLE VII. - Continued. 
'I 
(b) Reading number 2001 
STZGE TGTAL  PRESSURE R A T I O  1.051 
STAGE  OTAL  TEXPERATURE RAT IO 1 .016 
STAGE AD 1 ABAT 1 C EFF I C 1 ENCY 0.871 
KE I CHT  FLOW 9.75 
ROTAT I VE SPEED 5516.1 
PERCENT  DES 1 CN  SPEED 60.2 
h h b  STATION ! 
RP RAD IUS TOTAL STAT IC 
1 2d.610 1 0 . 1 0  9.93 
2 23.&92 10.12 9.93 
3 23.175 10.13 9. CrG 
0 21.011 10.19 G. 98 
5 18.105 10.15 9.93 
6 15.138 10.14 9.59 
7  12.807 10.14 9. $9 
8 11.981 10.lL 9.99 





2 m .  22 
sca.34 







-1  , r,z 
-0.35 
1 . c5 
1.68 
3.03 






RAD I US 

































TABLE VII. - Continued. 
(c) Reading number 2002 
STAGE  TOTAL PRESS’JRE RATIO 1.073 
STAGE  TOTAL  TENPERATURE RAT IO 1.022 
STAGE AD I ABAT I C EFF 1 C I ENCY 0.870 
HE I GHT FLOW 1 ;  .?6 
ROT AT I VE SPEED 6457.2 
PERCENT DES I GN SPEED 70.4 











b e b  
i3P RADIUS 
1 2L.648 









TOTAL STAT IC 
PRESS PRESS 
10.09 9.92 









TOTAL  STAT 1 C 
PRESS PRESS 
: 0 . 1 c  9.33 
l O . 1 0  9. us 
10.13 9.35 
10.15 3. L‘j 














































O b *  
ABS 
BETCIZ 
- 1  0 .0 :  



















2 t .  82 













TABLE VII. - Continued. 
(d) Reading  number 2003 
STAGE  TOTAL  ,PRESSURE  RAT 10 
STAGE  TOTAL  TEXPERATURE  RATIO 
STAGE ADIABATIC  EFFICIENCY 
WEIGHT FLOLJ 
ROTATIVE SPEED 
PERCENT DES I GN SPEED 
* * *  

































TOTAL STATIC TOTAL 
PRESS PRESS TEN? 
I O .  08 9. c.5 288.25 
10.11 9.86 287  ..86 
10.13 9.06 238.23 
I O .  12 9.86 2G. 98 
10.14 9.E6 288.!8 
10. Id 9.87 287.97 
10. I5 9.87 288.52 
10.16 9.88 288.92 
10.16 3. ea 288.44 
STAT ION 2 
TOTAL s T m c  TOTAL 
PRESS PGESS TEI.!? 
13.06 9.74 238.50 
10.11 9.74 287.93 1 s .  12 9.73 290.11 
10.15 9.75 2e9.21 
10.13 9.82 2E6.14 
10. I5 9.a9 287.08 
10.17 9.95 268.56 
10.16 9.95 289.18 
10.11 9.96 290.26 
STATION 3 
TOTAL STAT IC TOTAL 
PRESS PRESS TEMP 
11.36 10.43 300.70 
11.37 10.40 298.86 
11.33 10.37 293.00 
11.04 10.28 295.52 
10.47 10.20 292.64 
10.17 10.17 294.12 
10.18 10.16 294.77 
10.19 10.18 294.82 
10.19 1.0.19 295.69 
1.092 




9 0 . 3  
* * *  
ABS 
BETAZ 


































TABLE VII. - Continued. 
(e) Reading  number 2004 
SlACE A D I A 3 A T I C  EFFICIENCY 
;13E 1 CHT FLO); 
ROTAT I VE SPEED 
PERCENT DES I CN SPEED 
.e b b 











TOTAL S T A T  IC 














90 . z  
5 17..:95 10.17 9.72 256.L7 11.66 
6 f4.7L2 10.07 9.91 2C2.60 18.63 
7 12,dfJ 10.09 9.63 2E9.50 23.02 
8 11.712 10.08 9.86 289.91 24.65 
9 10.947 10.09 9.87 290.03 24.66 
b b  
RP 
e 









I O  .833 
STATION 3 
TOTAL STAT IC 
PRESS PRESS 
11.69  0 51
11.69  10.48 
11.6.4 1 O . U  
11.25  0.32 
10.54  21
10.18 10.18 












296;  84 
297.34 













TABLE VU. - Continued. 
( f )  Reading number 2005 
t 
t '  





7  12.307 
8 11.981 
9 11 .130  
a .  
RP 
a 










S T A T I O N  3 
TOTAL  STAT IC 
PRESS PRESS 
12.05  0 60
12.07  0 56
12.01  10.52 
11.49  0 35
10.62  23
10.19 10.19 














b b a  
ASS 














2d. 1 1  
22.78 






TABLE VII. - Continued. 
(g)  Reading  number 2007 
STAGE TOTAL PRESSURE RAT IO 1,123 
STAGE TOTAL TERPERATURE RAT IO 1,041 
STAGE AD I ABAT I C EFF 1 C I ENCY 0.810 
WE I CHT FLOW 11.53 
ROTAT 1 VE SPEED 8231 . 3  
PERCENT DES I GN SPEED 89.8 
b b b  










b b b  
RP RAD IUS 
1 3 . 6 3  
b 6 h  











TOTAL STAT IC 
PRESS  PRESS 
10.07 9.86 
10.09 9.86 
IO. 1 1  9.07 
10.13 9.86 
10.15 9.86 
I O .  16 9,8d 
10.15 9. ST 
10.15 9.63 













PRESS PRESS TEE? 
10.12 9.75 3t3.51 
13.12 9.92 
1 0 . : 1  9.93 
10.10 9.95 
STATICN 3 




! 1 .G4 1G.61 
11.33 IC.J5 
10.71  iO.39 
10.36 15.36 


























b a b  
ABS 
G L  I Ai! 
ii4.53 
32.55 









TABLE VII. - Continued. 
(h) Reading number 2008 
S T A G E   T G T L L  PRTSSUX R A T I O  1 . ? 0 0  
S T A G E   O T L L   T E I < ? E R A T W X   R A T  IO 1 . 0 2  
STAGE AD I ABAT IC E T  IC IENCY 0.E51 
K I C i l T  FLOW 1 I . O G  
R O T k T  1 VE SPEEG 7jC2.5 
PERCENT  DES I CN SPEED ao. I 







RAD I US 
2L.610 
23. 75 












S T A T I O N  1 
TOTCL  STAT!C  
PLESS PRESS 
1 3 , I C  9.91 
10, I I 9-91 
IO. I2 9-91 
io.13 5 .  '33 
IO. r5 5.92 
IO. I4 9-95 























TABLE VII. - Continued. 
(i)  Reading  number 2009 
STAGE TOTAL  PiZESSURE  RATIO 
STAGE TOTAL  TEWERATURE  RAT IO 
STAGE AD I AQAT I C EFF I C I ENC Y 
HE I GHT FL0I.I: 
RCTAT I VE SPEED 
PERCENT DES I CN SPEED 


















8 I !  .549 
9 10.833 
S T A T I O N  1 
TOTAL STAT IC 
PRESS PRESS 
I O .  09 S .  48 




I O .  1L 9.99 
10.13 1 0 , o o  
10.15 1 0 . 0 0  
1 0 .  :5 9.99 
STATICN 3 
TOTAL  STATIC T..OT& 
PiESS PFCSS ?FVP : _ I  I 
i : . i i 3  1 0 . i 9  3CG.29 













0 .P5 234.77 
0.29 294.66 
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TABLE VU. - Continued. 
(j) Reading number 2010 
STAGE TOTAL P'iESSURE RATIO 
STAGE TOTAL TEKPERATURE RAT IO 
STAGE AD I ABAT I C EFF I C I ENCY 
!+!E I GHT FLOW 
ROTAT I VE SPEED 
PERCENT DES I CN SPEED 
b b b  










b b b  










b b b  











TOTAL STAT IC 
PRESS  PRESS 










TOTAL STAT IC 
PRESS PRESS 


























2CBi  22 
288.34 
228.03 












































b b b  
ABS 
BETA2 
E .  50 
9.1Q 
9.01 



















TABLE VII. - Concluded. 
(k) Reading  number 2011 
PERCENT GES I G X  SPEED 
' 1 2L.610 
9 10.967 
. a .  









8 1 1 .5C9 
Lr. 








TABLE VIII. - PERFORMANCE FOR 
STAGE 51BR3-51R 
(a) Reading number 1975 




b b b  
RP RADiUS 
1 24.640 
2  23.863 








TOTAL STAT!C T0Tb.L 
PRESS PRESS TEX? 
10.53 10.22 252.24 























TABLE VIII. - Continued. 
(b) Reading number 1976 
STAGE TOTAL PP,ESSURE RAT 10 1.01z 
STAGE TOTAL TEKPZRITURE RAT IO 1.012 
STAGE AD I ASAT I C EFF I C I ENCY o .  gL:a 
k4E I CHT FLOW 8.64 
ROT AT I \/E SPEED 5559.8 
PERCENT DES I GN SPEED 60.4 
8 i1.7i2 10.15 10.07 222.14 23.2s 
9 10.947 10.13 10.37 229.21 25.90 
b * *  STATIO% 3 * . *  
RP  RAD IUS TOTAL STAT! C TOTAL ABS 
PRESS PRESS TEMP GETAZ 
1 24.6L8  10.71 10.24 293.90 2.1.66 
2 23.863 10.72 10.2L 292.98 22.98 
3 25.078 10.68 10.2L 292.24 2i .W 
20.714 10.53 10.19 29:.;2 18.05 
5 17.579 10.26 10.15 259.60 15.0L 
6 14.503 19.15 10.:5 290.76 17.44 
7 12.273 10.16 iD.15 291.09 12.33 
8 11.549 10.15 10.15 291.55 19.25 
9 10.833 10.15 10.15 291.72 26.22 
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TABLE VIII. - Continued. 
(c) Reading number 1977 
STAGE T0TAL PRESSVRE R A T I O  I .  058 
STCCE  TOTALES:? RAiURE RAT IO 1.016 
STAGE ADIABATIC EFFlClEKCY 
ROT AT I VE SPEED 
:.!E I CHT FLOW 
0.922 
1 0 . 0 1  
6453.6 
PERCENT DES I GN SPEED 70 . A  
b b b  STATION 1 
RP RAD IUS TOTAL STAT IC 
1 24.610 10.10 9.99 
2 25.394 10.12 9.99 
3 23.179 10.11 9.98 
A 21.011 10.13 9.99 
5 18.105 10.1L 9.99 
6 15.158 10.16 9.99 
7 12.807 10.15 9,99 
8 11.981 10.15 9. S9 
9 1l.lSO 10.15 9.99 
PRESS PRESS 
b b b  
RP RAD IUS 









































TOTAL STAT IC TOTAL 
PP,ESS PRESS TEiYlP 
10.94 10.33 255.91 
10.93 10.23 2SL.95 
10.90 10.28 294.40 
10.68 10.22 292.01 
1 0 . 3  13.17 293.65 
1G.17 10.16 291.31 
10.16 10.16 292.d8 
10.16 10.16 292.96 
10.16 10.16 293.08 
* * *  
a s  
BETAZ 
-1  0.56 
-1  0.2i 




















TABLE VIII. - Continued. 
(d) Reading number 1978 
STAGE  TOTALPRESSURE  RATIO 1.077 
STAGE  TOTAL T MPERATURE  RATIO 1.025 
STAGE AD I AB4T I C ErF I C IENCY 0.851 
SE I GHT FLOW 11.40 
ROTAT I VE SPEED 7382.7 
PERCENT DES I CN SPEED 80.5 










9  11.130 
b b b  








8  11.712 
9  10.947 
* * *  






6  14.503 
7 12.273 
8 l !  .549 
9 10.833 
STATION 1 
TOTAL STAT IC 
PRESS  PRESS 
IO. 08 9.93 




10.15  9.93 




TOTAL STAT IC 
PRESS  PRESS 
10.11  9.82 
10.14 9.82 
10.16 9.  a2
10.16 9.84 
10.18  9.91 
10.13 9.97 
10.18 1 0 . 0 0  
10.16 1 0 . 0 3  
10.12 10.01 
STATION 3 
TOTAL STAT IC 
PRESS  PRESS 
11.19 10.35 
11.19  10.34 
11.14 10.33 
10.86 10.24 
10.34  10.18 
10.17 10.17 
10.16  10. 6 
10.17 10.16 







































































TABLE VIII. - Continued. 
(e) Reading number 1980 
STAGE  TOTAL PELSSUX RAT IO I ,  353 
STAGE  TOTAL  EK?ERATURE RAT10 I .  031 
;!E I GkrT FL0:J ! ? . 5 b ;  
RCTAT I VE S X E D  82'9.6 
PERCENT DESIGN SPEED , E $ .  9 
STAGE AD I ABAT I C EFF I C I ENCY 0. CLS 
b b b  






























S T A T I O N  1 b b b  
T O T A L   S T A T I C   O A L  
I O .  1 0  9. E l  
1 0 . 1 1  9. c!2 
16.13 9. c9 
10.15 9.67 
I O ,  15 9. ix
10.15 9. E5 
10.15 9.65 
I O .  14 9.85 
222.Cl -dI .ed 
232.09 -7.15 
2CE.26 -10.66 






P X S S  
10.15 
10.15 
l a .  16 
10.17 





STAT i C 
PRESS 









S T A T I O N  3 
TOTAL S T A T  IC 
PRESS  PRESS 



















29s.  19 24.61 
296.64 48.62 
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TABLE VIII. - Continued. 
(f) Reading number 1981 
STAGE AD I :BAT I C EFF I C I ENCY 
E I C l i T  FLO!.I 
ROTATIVE SPEED 
PERCENT DES I GN S?EED 
b b b  










e * *  
















I O .  14 
1 0 , l d  
I O ,  15 
10.15 
10.15 
S T k T  
TG7AL 
S T A T  IC 
PRclSS 
IN 2 











STA7 ON 3 


























916: .5  
99.9 
b b b  
aes 
B E T A Z  
- l : . I J  
-8. jL 
-9. Ob 
4 . 6 2  
-:. 1 7  
-0.52 




b b a  
A9S 
S E T A 2  






22 a 5c 
23.72 
26.26 













TABLE Vm. - Continued. 
(g) Reading number 1982 
STAGE  TOTAL  PRESSURE  RAT 10 1.151 
ST4GE  TOTAL  TEMPERATURE  AT IO 1.048 
STAGE AD I ABAT I C EFF I C I ENCY 0.863 
WEIGHT  FLOW 11.44 
ROT AT I VE SPEED 9174.1 
PERCENT DES I CN SPEED 100.1 
b b b  






























a 1 1  349 
' STATION 1 
TOTAL STAT IC 
PRESS PRESS 






10.15  9.88 
10.15  9.87 
10.14  9.86 
STATION 2 
TOTAL STAT IC 
PRESS  PRESS 
10.16 9.71 
10.16  9.77 
10.17  9.77 
10.17 9.79 
10.18 9.06 
10.12  9.93 
10.13 9.90 
io. 13  9.99 
10.11  10.01 
STATION 3 
TOTAL STAT IC 
PRESS PRESS 
12.09  0 92
12.04  0 87
11.96  10.82 
1 I .54 10.67 
10.76  58
10.57  6












































-2d.  81 
-23.12 










26. I O  
28.75 












TABLE VTII. - Continued. 
(h) Reading number 1983 
STAGE T37X P;IESSUX RAT 1 0  . 1.138 
STAGE TOTAL TEWERATURE  AT 10.. . I .  044 
STAGE AD I ABAT I C EFFICIENCY 0.858 
k'E I GHf FLOW 12.38 
ROTAT I VE SPEED m e . 6  
PERCENT DES I CN SPEED 100.3 
b b .  
RP RAD IUS 
1 2d.610 








* a .  
RP RADIUS 
1 24.630 
8 1'1 .712 
9 10.947 
. . .  
RP RADIUS 
1 2d.648 









TOTAL  STAT IC 
PRESS  PRESS 
10.06 9.84 
10.09  9.85 
10. I f  9.66 
10.15 9.65 
10.14 9. a5 


















PRESS  PRESS  TEKP 
io. 13  9.682E .67 
1 0 . 1 J  9.68 
10.16 9.69 
10.10 9.72 




10.11  9.97 
STAT ION 3 







10.39  10.38 
10.39  10.38 
10.37  10.37 
































* * a  
ABS 























TABLE VIII. - Continued. 
1 
(i) Reading  number 1984 
STAGE TOTAL PRESSURE R A T I O  1.122 
ST&€ TOTAL  TEKPZRCTURE RAT IO 1 .  G50 
STAGE AD I AB47 I C EFF I C I ENCV 0.867 
HE I CHT FLOW 10.31 
ROTAT I VE  SPEED 8265.9 
PERCENT DES I CN SPEED 90.2 



























ST4T I O N  1 
TOTAL STAT IC 
PRESS PRESS 
1 0 . 1 0  9.96 
10.12 9.36 
10.15 9.9s 







TOTAL STAT IC 
PRESS PRESS 
10.13 9.85 
10.16 g 05 
10 .  IC 9.85 
10. !E 9. e7 
10.16 9.93 





b e 6  STAT ION 3 
RP RAD IljS TOTAL STAT IC 
1 24.668 11.74 10.77 
2 23.E3 11.69 !0.72 
3 23.d78 l:.G2 10.68 
5 17.579 10.56 10.50 
6 12.503 10.51 10.50 
7 12.275 10.51 10.50 
8 11.549 10.50 1G.51 
9 10.853 10.51 10.51 
PRESS PRESS 
4 20.7i.i I 1  .?O i0.57 




- 1  1.76 
-9.71 
-4.67 









x s . 2 0  8.90 
239.07 9. i 5  
223.04 11.43 
207.93 i 5 . 5 4  
2G7.76 20.3.: 
239.57 23.46  







TABLE VIII. - Continued. 
(j) Reading number 1985 
STAGE  TOTAL PEESSUX R A T I O  1. IO8 
STAGE  TOTAL  EKPEZATURE  RAT IO 1.055 
NE I CHT F L O a  11.30 
ROTAT I VE SPEED 8269.0 
PERCENT  DES I CN SPEED 90.2 
STACE AD I ASAT I c EFF I c I m c r  0. w a  
b b *  










b *  
RP 
b 
RAD i V S  
e b b  










S T A T I O N  1 
TOTAL  STAT IC 
PRESS PRESS 
l O . G € I  9.90 
1 0 . 1 0  9.91 
1 0 . 1 :  9.91 
I O .  Id 9.91 
19. l d  9.91 
10.15 9.911 
IO. 15 9,89 
10.15 9.9i) 
10.14 9. a9 
STAT ION 2 
TOT:L STAT C 
PRESS PRESS 
10.15 9.77 
10. IS 9.77 
: 0 . ! 7  9.77 
10.19 9.81 
IC. 1 Q  9.07 
10 .  I? 9.92 




TOTAL STAT IC 
PRESS PiiESS 
! 1.59 IC.59 
11.58 i 6.55 































TABLE VIII. - Continued. 
(k) Reading number 1986 
STAGE TOTAL PXSSURE RAT 10 
STAGE TOTAL TEMPERATURE  RAT 10 
STAGE AD 1 ABAT IC EFF I C I ENCY 
WE I GHT FLOW 
ROTAT I VE SPEED 
PERCENT DES I GN SPEED 











6 6 4  






















TOTAL STAT IC 
PRESS PRESS 
10.12 10.01 
10.12 1 0 . 0 1  
10.12 1 0 . C 1  
10.13 1 0 . 0 1  
10.13 1 0 . 0 1  
10.14 10.02 
10.14 10.01  
10.14 10.02 
10.14 10.01  
STATION 2 
TOTAL STAT IC 
PRESS  PRESS 
10.18  9.93 













11.31  10.58 
11.06  10.49 
10.58  10.45 
















































































TABLE VICI. - Continued. 
(2) Reading number 1987 
STAGE TOTAL  PRESSURE  RAT IO I .  086 
STAGE: TOTAL TEWERATURE  RAT IO I .  027 
STAGE AD I AEAT IC EFF IC IENCY 0,885 
WE I CHT FLOW j0.26 
ROTAT I VE SPEED 7355.7 
PERCENT DES I GN SPEED 60.2 
b b b  











TOTAL  STAT IC 
PRESS PRESS 




10.14  9.98 
10.11, 9. sa 
10.15 9.98 
10.14 9.98 
























b b b  .STATION 2 * * *  
RP  RADIUS TOTAL STATIC TOTAL A3S 
PiiESS PRESS  TEK? EETAZ 
1 26.650 10.16 
2 23.873 tO.17 9.87 287.93 7.98 
" - 
La7 218.30  7.14 
3 23.114 10.17 3.87 232.0.: 9.19 
4 2c.es6 10.19 9.89 237.99 11.13 
5 17.798 10.17 9.94 23. C6 15.63 
6 1L.7C2 10.19 9.99 237.66 20.L6 
7 12.474 10.20 10.03 252.52 22.C3 
8 11.712 10.16 10.04 289.W 24.77 
9 10.947 10.14 10.05 290.97 27.02 
~~ 
* * *  











TOTAL  STAT IC 
PRESS PRESS 
11.28 10.50 
11.28  0 47































TABLE VIII. - Continued. 
(m) Reading  number 1988 
STAGE TOTAL PRESSURE RAT IO 1.076 
STAGE TOTAL  EKPCRATURE  RATIO 1,021 
STAGE AD I AeAT IC' EFF I C I EWY 1.008 
' K  I GHT FLOLJ 8.02 
ROTAT 1 VE SPEED 6413.3 
PERCENT DES I GN SPEED 70.0 
















STAT ION 1 
TOTAL  STAT 1 C 
P X S S  PRESS 
10.11 10.03 
10.12  04







b b b  STATION 2 
RP RAD IUS TOTAL STAT IC 
1 24.630 10.16 9.97 
2 23.875 10.17 9.97 
3 23.!14 10.18 9.98 
4 23.836 10.19 9.98 
5 17.798 10.18 1O.b l  
6 14.742 10.1s 10.05 
7 12.476 1O.lG 10.07 
8 11.712 10.18 10.07 
9 10.947 10.15 10.08 
PRESS PRESS 
















TOTAL STAT IC 
PRESS PRESS 
11.12  0 5
11.09  0 50
11.05  0 47





10.38  .35 







2130.23 -3. JL 
287.  e7 0.37 












288.  L5 
289.52 
TOTAL 



































TABLE VIII. - Continued. 
(n) Reading number 1989 
e @ *  
RP RAD IUS 
S T A T I O N  1 




1 0 . 1 1  10.08 
10.13 1O.GB 











S T A T i O X  S 
T O T A L   S T A T  IC 
p7- ,\t>S - PRESS 
10.87 :O.LL 
1 O . E  10.L3 
10.62 ; O . i 5  
















21 . A 3  
21.12 
23.9L 
3 i  .25 
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TABLE VIII. - Concluded. 
(0) Reading number 1990 
STAGE  TOTAL PRESSUX RAT IO 
STAGE  TOTAL TEKPERATUX RAT IO 
STAGE AD I keAT 1 C EFF I C IENCY 
ROTAT ! VE SPEED 
PERCENT DES I CN SPEED 
)!.!E I CHT FL0I.l 
b b b  





















. * *  
RP RAD IUS 
1 2L.623 
2  25.863 








TOTAL STOT IC 

















lG.19 1 0 . 1 1  
10.23 10.12 ~ 
lG.20 lC.!t 
iO.13 :0.14 
10. 17 10.14 
S T A T I O X  3 
TOT:,'L S T A T  I C  
P2ESS PRESS 
10.65 10.5; 
10.63 1 G . E  
!C.61 10.35 
10.51 10.30 
( 0 . 3 3  10.27 
10.28 10.27 
10.27  10.27 
10.27 10.27 
10.28 1C.27 
T J T L L  














































10 0 - 10 -2qv. -30 -40 -50 
Axial location from rotor blade leiding edge, Z, cm 
Figure 2. - Compressor flow path. 
,-Orifice 
I 
Figure 3. - Compressor test f a c i l i t y .  
j i  Fiow 1 ;  CD-10916-11 
I L""J I 
" "
85 
Figure 4. - Modified  test  facility. 
TWO nul l -balancing 
Pressure  taps for 
f low  angle  measurement 
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8' Wedge probe 
Wall static 
pressure tap 
Station 3 Station 2 
Station 1 












O M  
n 60 
Tailed symbols denote operation in stall 
“” Maximum system flow 







1.05 - - n’ 00’ 
A d  
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(a) Design - 800. (b) Design - 89. 
T L 13 
L 01 
(cl Design - 900. 
1 . 1 7 ~  
(e) Design - lo@ Lwr b P / 
/ 
0 
(dl Design - 9 9 .  
If) Design + 89. 
‘ 0 5 L  1.01 0 4 8 12 16 20 0  4 8 12 16 20 
Equivalent weight flow, kglsec 
(g) Design + 950. (h) Design + 109. 
Figure 7. - Overall  performance of stage 516-51 in reverse flow at several rotor blade setting 
angles. 
"[ 0 Total r r r 
N- 17 
(a) Design -Soo; reading number 2047. (b) Design -85O; reading number 2025. (C) Design -90°; reading number 1964. (dl Design -95O; reading number 2005. 
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